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SUMMARY

An uncharacteristic Borg attack on the vacation
planet of Risa leads the officers to launch an
investigation into a two-bit criminal and a deadly
prototype weapon. Will they be able to put an end to
the weapon before the Borg strike again?

STORY BACKGROUND

BEGINS IN: The players' ship is inside Federation
space; they may be headed to Risa for shore leave.
The Borg have been “lured” to Risa by a Bandi thug
named Koroz. By the time our heroes get the distress
signal, it’s already too late: Risa has been hit hard.
Koroz is a hustler who never made it big enough
to join the Orion Syndicate. He drifted from one
smalltime burglary to the next, before winding up in a
Cardassian jail cell awaiting execution. Cardassia’s
collapse gave him a chance to escape—after stealing
a piece of Obsidian Order tech: the Lure.
The Lure is a prototype subspace communicator
which uses Borg “subconscious” signals to cleverly
manipulate the Collective’s instincts. Once activated,
it attracts the nearest Cube to cause massive,
indiscriminate violence until switched off. The
Obsidian Order decided the Lure wasn’t worth the
obvious risks, but Koroz is too stupid to agree.
Risa is Koroz’s first 'gig' in Federation space. He's
using the attack to cover his assassination of a mob
accountant, Pramag. During the Borg attack, Koroz’s
ship hid behind one of Risa’s moons. After switching
off the lure, Koroz entered orbit, beamed down, shot
Pramag, and warped away to collect his bounty.

INTRO: THE TERRIBLE VOICE
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The players’ ship is 10 hours from Risa. Have them
discuss their vacation plans for a minute. Then...
Your comms officer suddenly sits bolt upright, white
as a sheet. Wordlessly, he punches a control and you
hear a priority–1 Distress signal. “This is Risa starport to
any Federation vessel. What do we do? Please respond.
What do we—*click*!”
And then you hear the voice you’ve been dreading
ever since you joined the fleet: “Lower your shields and
surrender your weapons. Your technological and
biological distinctiveness will be added to our own.
Resistance is futile.”

THE PLEASURE PLANET

When the officers arrive in the RIsa system, the
Borg Cube is long gone (Koroz, too). Much of the
'pleasure planet' lies in ruins. But there are lifesigns
on the surface: mostly Federation species, and a
small cluster of Borg.
A Tracking scan of the system reveals…
• SUCCESS: No sign of the Borg ship; its warp trail
is hours old and heading toward uncharted space.
• RAISE: Oddly, there is a more recent warp
signature that departed the system
shortly after the Borg. Its signal has been
intentionally corrupted, and its direction
is unknown.

A Knowledge (Astronomy) scan reveals a quicklyfading Borg communications burst. Strange, since
sensors picked up only a single Cube; who would
they be talking to?
Down on the surface, buildings are in ruins and the
people are shocked and wounded. Entire city blocks
have been carved away by Borg cutting beams. Halfassimilated bodies are being piled and burned; black
smoke sweeps the beaches.
2d4 Borg Drones are trapped inside an Indian
restaurant; Risa Security can't handle them.
Knowledge (Xenocultures) or (Tactics) reveals that
this attack was unusual for the Collective. People
were left unassimilated, infrastructure was left intact.
It’s as if the Borg opened the fridge without thinking,
snacked aimlessly, then wandered off.

Pramag

The only ‘out-of-the-ordinary’ recent event was
that Risean Hospitality had to install special security
to protect Pramag, a Ferengi accountant who died in
the attack. He was traveling with his collection of
priceless Benzite paintings, which are now presumed
destroyed. Streetwise or Investigate can reveal that
Pramag was an ex-Orion Syndicate accountant with a
bounty on his head. If they know to look, officers can
find Pramag’s unassimilated body lying in the street
with some other victims. An autopsy using
Knowledge (Biology) reveals he was shot in the back
by a Type–3 Disruptor Pistol (not a Borg weapon),
and that he was killed 15 minutes after the Borg left
the system. Someone else was here!

Security Footage

Security footage at Risa Spacedock recorded that
a small ship appeared in orbit after the attack and
stayed less than half an hour. An Investigate check
determines the yacht is called Life's Pleasures,
registered to a Bandi salesman named Koroz.

INVESTIGATING KOROZ

Eventually, the heroes gain enough clues to go
after Koroz. Koroz might be a minor thug, but he’s
still a career crook who knows how to hide his tracks.
Dramatic Task: Investigate Koroz
• Streetwise or Investigation (–2) required.
5 Successes are needed in 5 turns to...
(1) Learn Koroz has a criminal record, (2) find his
Cardassian prison records, (3) find he was in the area
of a similar Borg attack in Tzekenthi space, (4) learn
the names of his old accomplices, and (5) discover
their whereabouts.
• If the heroes fail, they’ll need another approach.
Once discovered, Koroz’s old pals will spill
everything they know in order to avoid trouble:
The foul-mouthed Nausicaan tells you that after
disappearing into a Cardassian prison for a few years,
Koroz reemerged a more ruthless, confident man. Last
time they drank together, Koroz claimed he “stole a
device from the Obsidian Order that will make any job a
breeze.” He says it's some kind of communicator.
Koroz’s old accomplices also know that the Orion

Syndicate has a hit on a Federation congresswoman,
a job big enough to appeal to Koroz’s ego and
stupidity. Otherwise, they can’t help find Koroz;
apparently, he lives on his cloaked ship and never
stops moving.

KOROZ'S NEXT JOB

The Orion Syndicate has targeted Vibluk bav Cral,
a Tellarite congresswoman who has been cracking
down on organized crime. This is bold even for the
Syndicate, and it shows how bad things have become
since the Dominion War. Koroz sees this job as his
golden ticket to a seat in the Syndicate.
Congresswoman Bav Cral is expected to leave
Tellarus for Minos Korva in a few days, to give a
speech about the rising tide of organized crime.
Secretly, Koroz plans to approach her ship in deep
space and activate the Lure: no hustle, just a straight
hit. Clever players should anticipate his plan.
This is the players’ chance to “lure out” Koroz and
capture his infernal device. It’s their choice how to
proceed, but if they cancel the congresswoman’s trip
then it should take some other big job to bring Koroz
out of hiding.

Encounter in Deep Space

Bav Cral has passage aboard the USS Seraphim.
Koroz is counting on the Borg to ignore him and
prioritize the larger ship. If he’s intercepted before he
can strike, he’ll activate the Lure and flee. The Borg
always show up within 1d4 rounds of the Lure’s
activation. As long as it's on, Koroz's cloaking device
suffers -2 to Stealth. When it's deactivated (or
destroyed), the Borg will depart in 1d4 rounds.
A typical Borg tactic is to knock out their victims’
weapons, then use the tractor beam to depower
shields, and beam over Drones for assimilation.
To deactivate the Lure, the players will most likely
destroy or board Life's Pleasures. Inside, there’s stolen
art on every wall and top-shelf Romulan Ale littering
the floor. He’s been living an expensive, but pointless,
life. If they take Koroz alive, he’ll sadly remark that
this was his big shot, and he blew it.

EPILOGUE: STRANGE ADVICE

If the players keep the Lure, their captain will get a
surprise visit from a member of the Obsidian Order.
The Cardassian doesn’t want the Lure back; instead,
he urges him to give it to the Collective, so the Borg
can adapt to it and render it useless. “This technology
won’t remain secret forever. Next time, it may be a
Klingon warband with the Borg at their backs, not some
petty thief.”

ENEMY STATS

All stats can be found in the 'Enemies, NPCs, and
Ships' chapter of this campaign module.
• Life's Pleasures: Civilian Freighter with a Cloak
• Koroz: 'Espionage Captain'
• USS Seraphim: Starfleet Cruiser, Galaxy-class,
with Exploration Command Crew.

